THE MODF,L AND THE ESTIMATORS CONSIDERED
Consider the following model:
where y is a T dimensional vector, while Y, Z, W and Z ere matrices of dimension T x k, T x hl, T x h2, T x n respectively, and assume thet 
and where S is a selection matrix. 1'hroughout we assume that plim 
If R is chosen to be the unrestricted OLS estimator R of R, 1984) and Turkington (1985) ) that neither CIV nor IIV will in general be more efficient than the other. A natural question therefore is whether we can find a way in between the two extremes considered here which will dominate both in terms of ttie asymptotic covariance matrix. In this paper we propose to use the OLS estimator defined in ( 6) with
where C is s kxk weighting matrix. This approach will be denoted by mixed instrumental variables (MIV) estimation. Note that it reduces to CIV for C-0 and to IIV for I' -I. We will show that the MIV estimator with a suitable chosen weighting matrix C' is at least as efficient as both CIV and IIV. In Nijman (1985) a related estimator was proposed for the case where k-1.
Besides the OLS estimator in (6) we will consider in this paper the GLS estimator
GLS -( R:L:4-1Z.R.)-1~-

Z:Q-ly
where R~is again generated by (7) and (10) The first estimator to be considered is the OLS estimator of
Now assume for simplicity that e and U are independent of 7,. The variance covariance matrix of w conditional on 7,~can be shown ( see appr'nd i x) to equal E~~~~~.~-Q -e00 1' bl MZ ' b2 (PZ -PZ). (1985) ).
From (16) and (17) it is evident that the weights of the optimal M1V estimator should satisfy I,r't, us now consider the GLS estimator defined in (I1). The struclure of S? in (ltl) gives rise to a simple exprr`ssion for its invr~rsr' using t.he propcrt.ies of projection matrices, 
which imposes all restrictions in the system, including the exclusion of certain instruments for the equations describing Y2. We consider MIV estimators for which fT -rTo e, li (n-e) . R (I-n).
Again, the weighting matrices e and n will be of dimension kxk, where n performs the same role as I' in Section j and mixes the unrestricted R with the other two estimators where restrictions are imposed on both sets of IV equations. Since the first kl columns of Ro and R coincide, only the last k2 rows of e, denoted by e2 , will enter the analysis.
The OLS estimetor in (10) is the OLS estimator of g in
Y-~~R~f3 ' w (27) 
The optimal values of e and n should satisfyl) 
in which case we obtain (29) with c2 and c3 replaced by c2pt --(a01 002) ( E21 E22
,-1~á 2p0~-(a00)-1 -Q ( 32) and~3 pt --602~2z~20 -(aoo)-1 -~~ ( 33) respectively, where a~is the upper-left element of the inverse of the "shrunken" matrix E.
In genecal, the OLS estimator will not be as efficient as a system estimator like 3SLS. However, one can use the above results for the GLS estimator defined in ( 
APPENDIX: DETAILS ON THE TECHNICALITIES
In this appendix we will derive the result in (14), we show that the substitution of consistent estimates for unknown coefficients in the weighting matrices in equetions like (18), (30) and (31) with bI and b2 defined in the main text.
( A~t )
As far as the estimation of the weighting matrices is concerned, reconsider e.g. equations (15) 
